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Push-Me-Pull-You
• Our background
– Traditional librarianship moving to 
knowledge transfer
• Information overload
– Getting the right info to the right people
– Creating networks from information needs
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The Challenges
1. Speed up acquisitions process for 
single article off-prints & grey literature
• Replacing info from commercial database 
2. Streamline dissemination of new data 
to existing user group
• Supplementing existing acquisitions lists
• Facilitating more frequent updates
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‘Feeding’ Acquisitions
• can be 
aggregated
• You can custom-make feeds
– e.g. feedburner
• Quick to check (200+ here)
• Mail accounts for e-bulletins
– No need to fill up Inbox
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Our Experience Blogging
• Bibliographic details of new acquisitions
– HTML link where full-text available free
– Link to publisher where full-text unavailable
– We knew certain users wanted this
• Weekly article on topic of interest
– Capitalising on existing market
– Attracting a new market
• Even more popular than predicted
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Positive Outcomes
• Traffic
– At least 2000 weekly downloads of articles
– Links to other web products and services
• Increased presence
– Something “out there” every week
– Penetration of new sectors
• Highlighting bibliographic information
– Has been picked up on by Publishing Dept.
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Key Media Mentions
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Networking
• The biggest positive outcome by far
• Organisation
– Raising profile
– Demonstrating modern practice
• Individual 
– Highlighting skills
• Subject knowledge
• Writing
• Knowledge of user group (market) needs
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Internal Networking
• Chief Exec. & Press Office
– Contributing
• Publishing
– Promoting journal & new publications
– Druglink Blog
• Education & Prevention
– Contributing
– Drug Education Forum
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External Networking 
• Alcohol Concern
• Alcohol-drugs.co.uk
• CHILL Consortium
• Daily Dose
• Drug Education 
Forum
• ELISAD
• Home Office
• International 
Women’s Month
• NLH
– Specialist Library for 
Knowledge 
Management
– Specialist Library for 
Ethnicity & Health
• SALIS
• World Book Day
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Virtual Networking
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Syndication
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Virtual to Print – Article Placement
• NeLH Knowledge 
Management 
Specialist Library, 
Knowledge Flow
• Elisad Journal
• Libraries for Nursing 
Bulletin
• SMMGP Network
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Virtual to Real to Virtual again
• Elisad Conference 2005 (Oslo)
• Drug Education Forum meeting, 2005
• CHILL Consortium workshops, 2006
• SALIS/Elisad Conference 2006 (Boston)
• CHILL Consortium workshops, 2007
• CILIP CIG workshops, 2007
• ‘Five Weeks to a Social Library’, 2007
– “the first free, grassroots, completely online course 
devoted to teaching librarians about social 
software and how to use it in their libraries”
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Virtual & Real Coming Together
? profile, enquiries, 
meetings
? doping post during 
Winter Olympics
? invited to exhibition 
press launches
? invited to launch of 
Specialist Library for 
Ethnicity & Health
• Promoting blog on 
JISC lists, etc.
• Existing Italian 
contact via Elisad
• Writing post on 
alcohol history
• Updating BME list 
for Black History 
Month post
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Blogging Tips & Caveats
• Blogs can be used for any information
– News & events
• Feeds can be used to update a website
– Syndication / syndicate yourself
• The blog can ‘stand-alone’
– Update regularly
• A robust editorial policy is advisable
– Mission
– Provide focus
– Avoid overlap / duplication with website, etc.
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Network Building Tips & Caveats
• Use skills from real-life networking
• Pin-point needs of distant stakeholders
– Well-written posts on point could draw them in
• Identify new areas to break into
• Recognise that it can take time to take off –
like any new venture
• Publicise, but don’t over-market
• Criticism shows that that the audience is 
taking it seriously
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Network Building Tips & Caveats
• If you are in a silo, blogging is a way to 
break through: knowledge transfer – not 
knowledge alone – is power in the 
modern world.
• Go forth and multiply!
